Present: PS, PA, NVG, AF, JB, AN, AT, DP, BG, DC, JP

1.) Shirts
   a.) Decide on Design
      Jeremy Brue will email out some potential designs for engineering tee shirts
      David Lammers is going to look into a new DC logo

2.) November Banquet
   a.) Figure out Speaker Details
      - Banquet is out, dessert social with cheesecake is in
      - November 14th is the targeted date
      - Matt Dressler will be the invited speaker
      - AF will take care of reserving S108 from 7pm – 9pm

3.) Internship Presentations
   a.) This semester (when?)
      - Presentations will be delivered by students about their experiences.
      - October 15th at 7pm will be the targeted date
      - AF will take care of reserving S108
      - Peter Attema will be seeking volunteers to deliver student presentations
      - Volunteers so far are Alex Nykamp and Phil Stam

4.) Adjourned at 1:30 p.m.; next meeting will be Oct. 9, since there is a reading break on Oct. 2 & 3.